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BrightFish Reading
Grade
7 Stories
Answer
Key
Name
Academy Awards - Vocab

Question Part Type
1
1
M/C

Score
1

Question
director

Answer
The director told t...

Tags
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

leader | boss | supervisor | *** worker |
employee | follower
The producer was pr...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

organizer | business manager| finanical
manager | *** actor| writer | cleaner

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: In film and television productions,
a director is a person who is responsible for
the actors and their performances. The
director supervises the working together of
acting, staging, and lighting, so the writer's
vision can be understood by the audience. For
example: Steven Speilberg is the director of
many films including Jurassic Park and E.T. the
Extra-Terrestrial.
Which sentence uses 'director' best?
Academy Awards - Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

director

Academy Awards - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

producer

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: The producer is responsible for the
financial and business aspects of a stage, film,
television, or radio production. The producer
is the general supervisor who gets funds and
hires people for the production. For example:
The producer hired three different stunt
people for one role. The producer held a
fundraising dinner to raise money for the
documentary.
Which sentence uses 'producer' best?

Academy Awards - Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

producer

Academy Awards - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

ceremony

I went to my sister...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: A ceremony is a formal activity
that is done for an important public occasion.
For example: The funeral ceremony was very
sad. The ceremony was two hours long and
included a lot of speeches and music.

Which sentence uses 'ceremony' best?

Academy Awards - Vocab

3

2

G/O

2

ceremony

Academy Awards - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

celebrity/celebrities

service | tribute | celebration| *** ignoring 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
| neglect | everyday
My mom felt like a ...
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: A celebrity is a famous or wellknown person. For example: Taylor Swift is
one of the biggest celebrities in the music
world. Many celebrities enjoy fame and fine
dining.

Academy Awards - Vocab

4

2

G/O

2

Academy Awards - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

Which sentence uses 'celebrity or celebrities'
best?
celebrities
superstars | personalities | heroes | ***
nobodies | unknowns | commoners
broadcast
They broadcast the ...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Broadcast means to transmit
programs from a radio or television station.
For example: The Christmas concert is
broadcast every December. I can't believe the
television station doesn't broadcast my
favorite show anymore!
Which sentence uses 'broadcast' best?
Academy Awards - Vocab

5

2

G/O

1

broadcast

air | show | televise | *** watch | receive | 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
view

Academy Awards - Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

statuette

The statuette was a...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

figurine | award | trophy | *** real |
original| alive
The girl I nominate...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: A statuette is a small statue. For
example: The baby horse stood still beside
her mother and looked like a statuette. The
statuette of Abraham Lincoln was placed on
the fireplace mantle in the White House.
Which sentence uses 'statuette' best?
Academy Awards - Vocab

6

2

G/O

2

statuette

Academy Awards - Vocab

7

1

M/C

1

nominated

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: To be nominated means your
name has been given to a committee to be
considered for an honor. For example: He was
nominated to be valedictorian at graduation.
She was nominated for the Best Actress
Award and she won!
Which sentence uses 'nominated' best?
Academy Awards - Vocab

7

2

G/O

1

nominated

Academy Awards - Vocab

8

1

ficlozet

7

Fill in the blanks.
Use these words: director, producer,
ceremony, celebrities, broadcast, statuette,
nominated
Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
sentences using the words shown below.
Make sure to follow standard sentence
structure, using capitals, punctuation and
correct spelling.

proposed | suggested | named | ***
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
forgotten | ignored | rejected
celebrities | broadcast | director | statuette 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
| nominated | producer | ceremony

Academy Awards - Vocab

9

1

shorttext 1

celebrities | broadcast | director | statuette 7.L.1 | 7.L.2 | 7.L.3
| nominated | producer | ceremony

Academy Awards - During 1

1

1

FIB

1

The Academy Awards are also known as the
__________

Oscars

7.RI.1

Academy Awards - During 1

2

1

FIB

5

Choose the correct words to answer the
questions about the first Academy Awards
ceremony.

movie actors direct... | first Academy
Award... | Roosevelt Hotel Hol... | May 16
1929 | 250

7.RI.5

Academy Awards - During 1

3

1

M/C

1

Based on what you read in the paragraph,
which of the following statements is true?

Academy Awards - During 2
Academy Awards - During 2

1
2

1
1

FIB
M/C

1
1

Academy Awards - During 2

3

1

FIB

3

Academy Awards - During 3

1

1

G/O

1

Academy Awards - During 3

2

1

M/C

1

What does this paragraph tell you about the
age of Oscar winners? Select all that apply.

Academy Awards - During 3

3

1

M/C

1

7.RI.1

Academy Awards - Post

1

1

FIB

4

Which of the following is not one of the main best dancer
Academy Award categories? Check the correct
answer.
Fill in the blanks. In 1935, you could __
listen to | radio | watch | television
the Academy Awards on the __. In 1983, you
could __ them on __.

Academy Awards - Post
Academy Awards - Post

2
3

1
1

M/C
longtext

1
1

Which sentence is true?
Look at the picture below. Do you think it is
from a recent Academy Awards show or from
the first one in 1929? Explain why in your
answer.

The Academy Awards ...
The correct answer is "now." In their
answers, students can refer to the style of
dress, the fact that it's in color and the
hairstyle.

7.RI.1
7.RI.5

Academy Awards - Post

4

1

M/C

1

The Academy Awards are presented by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
Which of the following categories, not
mentioned in the text, do you think are also
awarded an Oscar? Select all that apply.

Best Animated Featu... | Best Costume
7.RI.5
Design | Best Cinematography | Best Sound
Editing | Best Visual Effects | Best Music
(Origina...

Academy Awards - Post

4

2

longtext

1

Why do you think the categories you did not
check are unlikely to ever be part of the
Academy Awards?

In their answers, students can refer to the
fact that the areas not selected do not have
any connection with the film industry.

What could the public do in 1953 that they
could not do at the first Academy Awards in
1929?
Complete the following sentences.

The Academy Awards ...

7.RI.1

once a year
watch the ceremony ...

7.RI.1
7.RI.1

presents the awards... | are the awards
7.RI.1
pres... | are nominated to wi...
Fill in the chart with the films that match each Ben-Hur | Titanic | The Lord of the Rin... |
7.RI.1
heading. Drag and drop the movie title under *** It Happened One Nig... | One Flew Over
the correct column.
the C... | The Silence of the ...
The youngest actor ... | Actors of all ages ...

7.RI.1

7.RI.1

Academy Awards - Post

5

1

G/O

1

Sequencing can help you understand and
remember what you read. Drag and drop the
items below in the order in which they are
presented.

The first Academy A... | *** 250 people
attended... | *** By 1953 people watc... |
*** Three films have wo... | *** Actors of all
ages ...

(Hint: One of these items isn't correct!)
Academy Awards - Post

6

1

longtext

1

Have you ever seen a movie that should have
won the Oscar in one of the main categories?
Explain your reasons and why you think it
didn't win.

This is a creative writing opinion question.
Students should support their answers with
1-2 facts about why the movie should have
won but didn't.

7.RI.5

Answer
We hoped it would s...

Tags
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

sledding | sliding | bobsledding | ***
climbing | biking | running
He was passionate a...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

intense | emotional | ardent | *** cold |
detached | reserved

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Write at least two sentences and use standard
capitalization and punctuation.
Name
Amelia Earhart - Vocab

Question Part Type
1
1
M/C

Score
1

Question
tobogganing
Definition: To go down a snow-covered hill
riding on a toboggan or sled. For example: For
me, the best thing about winter is going
tobogganing. Hard-packed snow on the hill is
best for tobogganing.
Which sentence uses 'tobogganing' best?

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

1

2

G/O

1

tobogganing

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

passionate

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: A very strong interest or intense
feeling. For example: She was so passionate
about soccer, she played every day. He's lucky
to have a job he's so passionate about doing.
Which sentence uses 'passionate' best?
Amelia Earhart - Vocab

2

2

G/O

1

passionate

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

exhibition

We loved climbing o...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

display | fair | presentation | *** hidden |
covered | private
The stunt pilot wow...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: A big display or public show, often
used to describe a large fair or sporting event.
For example: The exhibition featured a
collection of antique airplanes. She loved the
rollercoasters at the big summer exhibition.
Which sentence uses exhibition best?

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

3

2

G/O

1

exhibition

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

nosedive

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: A sudden, steep drop. In airplanes,
when the front or 'nose' of the plane points
straight down. For example: The damaged
airplane took a nosedive before the pilot
knew what happened. To avoid being seen,
the submarine went into a nosedive to the
bottom of the ocean.
Which sentence uses 'nosedive' best?
Amelia Earhart - Vocab

4

2

G/O

1

nosedive

dive | plunge | drop | *** climb | rise | soar 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

profound

The student hoped t...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Showing great depth or insight,
usually describing knowledge or an intense
emotion. For example: The scientific
discovery will mean a profound change in
how we understand the world. Winning an
Olympic medal gave her a profound sense of
happiness.

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

5

2

G/O

1

Which sentence uses 'profound' best?
profound

intense | powerful | extreme | *** shallow | 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
superficial | weak

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

transatlantic

The cruise ship too...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

ocean-crossing | cross-Atlantic | over the
Atlantic | *** local | cross-country | global

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Her groundbreaking ...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

innovative | original | inspired | ***
ordinary | standard | routine
The pilot must chec...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: To cross the Atlantic Ocean. For
example: Flying from New York to London
requires taking a transatlantic flight. The
Titanic sank during its first transatlantic
voyage.

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

6

2

G/O

1

Which sentence uses transatlantic best?
transatlantic

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

7

1

M/C

1

groundbreaking
Definition: Describes the start of something
new or innovative. For example: Landing on
the moon was a groundbreaking moment for
space travel. Henry Ford's assembly line was a
groundbreaking innovation for American
manufacturing.
Which sentence uses groundbreaking best?

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

7

2

G/O

1

groundbreaking

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

8

1

M/C

1

mechanical
Definition: Relating to machines and how they
work. For example: The plane couldn't fly due
to mechanical problems. A mechanical
engineer designs complex machines.
Which sentence uses mechanical best?

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

8

2

G/O

1

mechanical

artificial | engine | machine | *** living |
organic | biological

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

9

1

M/C

1

whereabouts

My parents like to ...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Term used to describe the location
of something or someone, usually to indicate
that the place is unknown. For example: After
the robbery, the police searched for the
whereabouts of the criminal. Many people
looked for Joni, but her whereabouts were a
mystery.
Which sentence uses 'whereabouts' best?

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

9

2

G/O

1

whereabouts

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

10

1

FIB

9

Fill in the blanks.

Amelia Earhart - Vocab

11

1

shorttext 1
Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
sentences using the words shown below.
Make sure to follow standard sentence
structure, using capitals, punctuation and
correct spelling.
tobogganing
What three things did Amelia love doing as a
child?
Choose the best phrase from the drop-down
list to complete the sentence below.

location | position | place | *** lost |
missing | misplaced
whereabouts | nosedive | passionate |
transatlantic | tobogganing |
groundbreaking | exhibition | mechanical |
profound
whereabouts | nosedive | passionate |
transatlantic | tobogganing |
groundbreaking | exhibition | mechanical |
profound

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

7.L.1 | 7.L.2 | 7.L.3

Amelia Earhart - During 1

1

1

M/C

1

climbing trees tobo...

7.RI.1

Amelia Earhart - During 1

2

1

FIB

1

in her twenties

7.RI.1

Amelia Earhart - During 1

3

1

FIB

1

The author gives us a clue in the first sentence it requires snow an...
that Amelia grew up in a cold climate. Match
the clue with the statement below.

7.RI.1

Amelia Earhart - During 2

1

1

M/C

1

Where was Amelia when a pilot spotted her? the Canadian Nation...

7.RI.1

Amelia Earhart - During 2

2

1

shorttext 1

Why does the author say the pilot swooped
down in front of the young Amelia? Write
your answer as a complete sentence in the
space below, using capitals and punctuation.

to terrify her

7.RI.1

Amelia Earhart - During 2

3

1

M/C

1

The profound influe...

7.RI.1

Amelia Earhart - During 3

1

1

FIB

2

1928 | 1937

7.RI.1

Amelia Earhart - During 3

2

1

M/C

1

Amelia says she didn't understand something
at the time. What was it?
Fill in the blanks with the correct years from
the paragraph.
Amelia's first try at flying around the world
failed. Why? (Choose all that apply.)

The plane had mecha... | The pilot made
mist...

7.RI.1

Amelia Earhart - During 3
Amelia Earhart - During 4

3
1

1
1

M/C
M/C

1
1

Amelia Earhart - During 4

2

1

shorttext 1

Amelia Earhart - During 4

3

1

FIB

2

Amelia Earhart - Post

1

1

M/C

1

Amelia Earhart - Post

2

1

G/O

5

Amelia Earhart - Post

3

1

G/O

5

1 M/C

1

Amelia Earhart - Post

4

What was Amelia Earhart's main goal?
to fly around the w...
What word does the author use to summarize tragedy
what happened to Amelia in 1937?

7.RI.1
7.RI.4

Why did searchers focus on Howland Island?
Write your answer as a complete sentence in
the space below, using capitals and
punctuation.
Choose the correct option to complete the
summary sentence based on the information
in the paragraph.
In the last paragraph, the author describes the
search for Earhart as an “unprecedented
effort.” What does the author mean by that
phrase?
Sequencing: Build a timeline of events in
Amelia Earhart’s life. Drag and drop each
event in the correct chronological order into
the boxes below.
Conclusion/Evidence: The author begins by
telling you that Amelia loved adventure as a
child. What evidence does the author provide
that Amelia continued to be adventurous later
in life? Drag and drop the conclusion and
supporting evidence into the boxes below.

It was the location...

7.RI.1

vanished | unknown

7.RI.1

Amelia Earhart led ... | She disappeared
whi... | She learned to fly a... | She was the
first w... | She wanted to fly ar...

7.RI.1 7.RI.2

The author explains that an airplane doing a
nosedive toward Amelia had a “profound
influence” on her. Why is that an important
detail?

It helps to explain...

7.RI.3

The search involved more people looking for 7.RI.4
someone than ever before.

climbed trees and w... | *** went to an
airshow ... | *** learned to fly | ***
flew across the Atl... | vanished during
7.RI.3
an …

Amelia Earhart - Post

5

1 shorttext 2

Amelia Earhart - Post

6

1 longtext 4

Amelia Earhart - Post

7

1 FIB

Name
Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

Question Part Type
1
1
M/C

Why are the whereabouts of Amelia and her
co-pilot still so interesting more than 75 years
later? Write your answer as a complete
sentence in the space below, using capitals
and punctuation.
Amelia and her co-pilot disappeared over the
Pacific Ocean and never completed the flight
around the world. Based on what you have
learned about Amelia in this story, do you
think she would have tried again if she had
been rescued?

Earhart and her co-pilot were never seen
7.RI.1
again, making their whereabouts one of the
greatest unexplained 20th-century
mysteries.

4

Video question: There are many competing
theories about what happened to Amelia
Earhart and her co-pilot. Watch the video to
learn about the possible explanations, then
drag and drop the theory next to its
explanation.

She ran out of fuel... | The plane landed on... 7.RI.7
| She was held captiv... | She led a spy
missi...

Score
1

Question
ridiculed

Answer
Tyrone's classmates...

Tags
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

mocked | taunted | jeered | *** admired |
flattered | complimented

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

To support their answer, students can
include evidence about Amelia's daring
nature and characteristics as someone who
didn't give up easily.

7.RI.1

Definition: Ridiculed means to laugh at
someone or make jokes in a cruel and harsh
way. For example: The other kids ridiculed
him for the way he dressed. Jessa's group
ridiculed all of her suggestions.
Which sentence demonstrates the best use of
the word 'ridiculed'?

Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

ridiculed

Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

harassed

Michael was harasse...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

bothered | tormented | badgered | ***
supported | encouraged | helped
Caleb was so discou...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

disrespect | insults | taunting | ***
admiration | kindness | respect
I was humiliated wh...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

ashamed | embarrassed | mortified | ***
dignified | proud | complimented

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Harassed means annoyed or
bothered in a repeated and unwelcome
manner. For example: She was constantly
harassed by the other students. James
harassed his teacher daily by interrupting her
lessons and making noises in class.
Which sentence demonstrates the best use of
the word 'harassed'?
Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

harassed

Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

mockery

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Unkind words or behavior
intended to make fun of someone or
something. For example: Antonella was so fed
up with Rosalie's mockery that she stopped
being friends with her. Sadly, after missing the
final play, the football player faced mockery
on social media.
Which sentence demonstrates the best use of
the word mockery?
Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

3

2

G/O

2

mockery

Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

humiliated

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Humiliated means to make
someone feel very embarrassed, ashamed or
foolish. For example: Roy felt humiliated after
his friends laughed at him. Jennifer was
humiliated when she fell on the stage at
school in front of everyone.
Which sentence demonstrates the best use of
the word humiliated?
Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

4

2

G/O

2

humiliated

Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

potential

Kenneth has great p...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Potential is the quality or ability to
develop into something better or greater than
exists today. For example: His teacher
thought he had the potential to be an A+
student. The drug's potential to cure some
forms of cancer was very exciting for
researchers.

Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

5

2

G/O

2

Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of
the word 'potential'?
potential
capability | aptitude | possibility | ***
failure | unlikely | inability
concerted
The class made a co...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Something that is done in a
purposeful way, usually by a group acting
together. For example: My family made a
concerted effort to share dinner at least once
a week. The team made a concerted push to
tie the score of the game.
Which sentence demonstrates the best use of
the word 'concerted'?
Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

6

2

G/O

2

concerted

Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

7

1

M/C

1

persisted

deliberate | intentional | planned | ***
unplanned | accidental | random
Jerome persisted an...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: To continue doing or saying
something even though it was challenging or
others wanted you to stop. For example:
Despite injuring her ankle during the race, the
runner persisted and finished the marathon. I
asked my little sister to stop coming into my
room unannounced, but she persisted to do
so.
Which sentence demonstrates the best use of
the word 'persisted'?
Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

7

2

G/O

2

persisted

persevered | endured | continued | *** quit 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
| halted | stopped

Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

8

1

M/C

1

softened

Our coach started o...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

calmed | mellowed | relaxed | ***
worsened | aggravated | hardened
It was mean-spirite...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

rude | nasty | vile | *** friendly | gentle |
pleasant
The poacher ruthles...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: To lessen in strength or resistance,
such as becoming less harsh or cruel. For
example: At first, I didn't like my new
babysitter, but she was so nice that my
attitude towards her softened. My big brother
used to be really tough but he softened as he
got older.
Which sentence demonstrates the best use of
the word 'softened'?
Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

8

2

G/O

2

softened

Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

9

1

M/C

1

mean-spirited

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Demonstrating an intention to
cause pain or harm. For example: The meanspirited boys took Riley's backpack and
refused to give it back to him. The principal
was furious that someone had written meanspirited graffiti on the wall of the bathroom.
Which sentence demonstrates the best use of
the word 'mean-spirited'?
Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

9

2

G/O

1

mean-spirited

Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

10

1

M/C

1

ruthlessly

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Done in a cruel way without pity or
compassion. For example: The invaders
ruthlessly burned down the villagers' huts.
Emma ruthlessly shoved Charlotte into a
locker.

Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

10

2

G/O

1

Which sentence demonstrates the best use of
the word 'ruthlessly'?
ruthlessly
brutally | viciously | mercilessly | *** nicely 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
| kindly | graciously

Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

11

1

FIB

10

Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word ruthlessly | concerted | ridiculed | mockery 7.L.4 | 7.L.5
to complete each sentence.
| harassed | potential | mean-spirited |
humiliated | softened | persisted

Bully of Bower Glen - Vocab

12

1

shorttext 1

Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
sentences using the words shown below.
Make sure to follow correct sentence
structure, using proper capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling.

ruthlessly | concerted | ridiculed | mockery 7.L.1 | 7.L.2
| harassed | potential | mean-spirited |
humiliated | softened | persisted

Bully of Bower Glen - During 1

1

1

M/C

1

What is Bower Glen?

a school

7.RL.1

Bully of Bower Glen - During 1

2

1

M/C

1

He is someone to av...

7.RL.1

Bully of Bower Glen - During 1

3

1

M/C

1

What does everyone learn about Darby after
hanging out with him?
Who is safe from Darby's cruel behavior?

no one

7.RL.1 | 7.RI.3

Bully of Bower Glen - During 1

4

1

M/C

1

What is Darby's nickname?

The Bully of Bower ...

7.RL.1

Bully of Bower Glen - During 2

1

1

M/C

1

Who saw potential in Darby?

the new girl Amy

7.RL.1

Bully of Bower Glen - During 2

2

1

M/C

1

He mocked her.

7.RL.1 | 7.RI.3

Bully of Bower Glen - During 2

3

1

M/C

1

She continued to sh...

7.RL.1 | 7.RI.3

Bully of Bower Glen - During 2

4

1

M/C

1

He changed and beca...

7.RL.1 | 7.RI.3

Bully of Bower Glen - During 3

1

1

M/C

1

What was Darby's initial response to Amy
trying to get to know him better?
What did Amy do when Darby mocked her for
being friendly to him?
What happened to Darby when Amy
continued being nice to him?
What does the speaker have a difficult time
understanding about Amy's treatment of
Darby?

why she is nice to ...

7.RL.1 | 7.RL.3

Bully of Bower Glen - During 3

2

1

M/C

1

According to Amy, why do people act like
bullies?

They are crying out...

7.RL.1 | 7.RI.3

Bully of Bower Glen - During 3

3

1

M/C

1

She used to be a bu...

7.RL.1 | 7.RL.6

Bully of Bower Glen - During 3

4

1

M/C

1

What does Amy reveal at the end of the
passage?
What was Amy's old nickname?

The Bully of Canyon...

7.RL.1

Bully of Bower Glen - Post

1

1

M/C

1

All of the above.

7.RL.1 | 7.RI.3

Bully of Bower Glen - Post

2

1

M/C

1

Why do you think Amy continued to be
friendly to Darby when others just avoided
him?
Based on how the story ends, how do you
think the nickname The Bully of Bower Glen
made Darby feel?

excluded

7.RL.1 | 7.RI.3

Bully of Bower Glen - Post

3

1

G/O

1

Complete the Venn diagram comparing Amy's
treatment of Darby with the speaker's
treatment of him. Drag and drop the
descriptions into the boxes below.

tries to get toknow... | doesn't give upon D... 7.RL.3
| friendly to Darby | *** avoids Darby |
gives up on Darby | calls Darby The Bul... |
*** hurt by Darby'sbeha...

Bully of Bower Glen - Post

4

1

FIB

6

Bully of Bower Glen - Post

5

1

G/O

1

Bully of Bower Glen - Post

6

1

longtext

4

bully | avoid | humiliated | Amy | mockery | 7.RL.1 | 7.RL.4
softened
Amy makes an effort... | *** Darby mocks
7.RL.2 | 7.RL.1
Amy... | *** Amy persists.. | *** everyone
notices ... | *** Amy reveals…
In their answers, students can refer to the
7.RL.1 | 7.W.2 | 7.W.1 | 7.L.1
revelation in the final paragraph that Amy
used to be a bully at her former school.

Bully of Bower Glen - Post

7

1

longtext

4

Drag and drop the best words to complete
each sentence.
Drag and drop the events of the story into the
correct sequence into the graphic organizer
below.
Why do you think it was important for Amy to
help Darby change his reputation as a bully?
Explain your answer in the space below and
use information from the text to support your
ideas.
Amy tries to understand the challenges Darby
faces that cause him to act like a bully.
Describe a time when you empathized with
someone and what you learned as a result of
that experience.

Name
Frank Gehry - Vocab

Question Part Type
1
1
M/C

Question
commissioned

Answer
The hotel owner com...

Score
1

This is a creative writing exercises where
7.L.1 | 7.L.2 | 7.W.4
students can draw on their own experiences
to connect with the story.

Definition: If someone is commissioned to do
something, they are asked to complete a
project of their specialized work. For
example: The art gallery commissioned a
painting from the artist. The photographer
was commissioned to take photos of the
President's family.
Which sentence uses 'commissioned' best?
Frank Gehry - Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

commissioned

contracted | awarded | appointed | ***
withdrew | discharged | denied

Tags
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Frank Gehry - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

innovative

The innovative buil...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

new | original | creative | *** traditional |
old | old-fashioned
The art teacher has...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

quirky | visionary | unusual | *** normal |
boring | common
The model airplane ...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Someone who is innovative thinks
differently than most people and creates new
things that have never been created before.
For example: Alexander Graham Bell's
innovative thinking led to his invention of the
telephone. Entrepreneurs bring their
innovative ideas to market.
Which sentence uses 'innovative' best?
Frank Gehry - Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

innovative

Frank Gehry - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

whimsical
Definition: Whimsical means something that
is amusing and fun. It can also be
unpredictable and unexpected. For example:
Her whimsical nature made her very
entertaining to be around. The whimsical
designs looked like cartoon drawings.
Which sentence uses 'whimsical' best?

Frank Gehry - Vocab

3

2

G/O

2

whimsical

Frank Gehry - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

sculpture
Definition: A sculpture is a three-dimensional
piece of art created from solid materials, such
as stone or ice. For example: The artist carved
her figure in a stone sculpture. The sculpture
was made entirely of hardened mud.

Which sentence uses 'sculpture' best?
Frank Gehry - Vocab

4

2

G/O

2

sculpture

carving | statue | model | *** sketch |
graffiti | painting

Frank Gehry - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

soaring

In Paris I looked u...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

rising | towering | climbing | *** grounded
| plunging | sinking
This whole block of...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Soaring means to fly or glide high
in the sky or to be so tall that it looks like you
can reach the sky. For example: The airplane
was soaring through the air. The tall
skyscraper appeared to be soaring into the
clouds.

Frank Gehry - Vocab

5

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'soaring' best?
soaring

Frank Gehry - Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

architect
Definition: An architect is someone who
designs buildings or other things. For
example: James Hoban is the architect who
designed the White House. The architect was
asked to design a museum for the city.
Which sentence uses 'architect' best?

Frank Gehry - Vocab

6

2

G/O

2

architect

Frank Gehry - Vocab

7

1

M/C

1

gleaming

engineer | builder | designer | *** vandal |
hacker | wrecker
After the dentist c...
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: If something is gleaming, it is
bright and shiny. For example: The metal
statue was gleaming in the light. The glass
door was gleaming in the sunlight.

Frank Gehry - Vocab

7

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'gleaming' best?
gleaming

bright | glassy | shiny | *** dark | dull |
gloomy

Frank Gehry - Vocab

8

1

M/C

1

recognition

The student earned ...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Recognition is when people know
about something and acknowledge its value.
Sometimes, people are rewarded for their
work or become famous for what others
know about them. For example: Alexander
Graham Bell received recognition for
inventing the telephone. The fireman was
honored by the mayor in recognition of his
heroic actions during the city's largest fire.
Which sentence uses 'recognition' best?

Frank Gehry - Vocab

8

2

G/O

2

recognition

Frank Gehry - Vocab

9

1

M/C

1

swirling

respect | awareness | fame | *** disgrace |
dishonor | ignored
She was dizzy and i...
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: To move around in a circular
motion, rotate or spin. For example: The
leaves were swirling in the wind. As she
stirred her drink, she could see the liquid
swirling around in the cup.

Frank Gehry - Vocab

9

2

G/O

2

Frank Gehry - Vocab

10

1

FIB

2

Frank Gehry - Vocab

11

1

shorttext 1

Frank Gehry - During 1

1

1

M/C

1

Frank Gehry - During 1

2

1

FIB

1

Which sentence uses 'swirling' best?
swirling
Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop your
selections with the best word to complete
each sentence.
Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
sentences using the words shown below.
Make sure to follow standard sentence
structure, using capitals, punctuation and
correct spelling.
What makes Frank Gehry's buildings easy to
recognize?
Fill in the blank.

twirling | churning | spinning | *** still |
motionless | immobile
commissioned | gleaming | soaring |
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
architect | whimsical | swirling | recognition
| innovative | sculpture
commissioned | gleaming | soaring |
7.L.1 | 7.L.2 | 7.L.3
architect | whimsical | swirling | recognition
| innovative | sculpture

All of the above

7.RI.1

an artist

6.RI.1

Frank Gehry - During 1

3

1

shorttext 1

Which three-word phrase means that Frank
break with traditio...
7.RI.4
Gehry's buildings are different from what has
usually been done? Write only the phrase in
the space below.
Match the location with the facts about Frank Toronto Canada | Harvard University | Santa 7.RI.1
Gehry:
Monica Califo... | University of South...

Frank Gehry - During 2

1

1

FIB

4

Frank Gehry - During 2

2

1

FIB

5

Drag the events to their place on the timeline was born | was a teenager | graduated from 7.RI.3
below using information from the passage
the ... | opened his own firm | received the
about Frank Gehry's life and work.
Pritzk...

Frank Gehry - During 2

3

1

M/C

1

Frank Gehry - During 3

1

1

G/O

2

After winning which award did Frank Gehry
earn worldwide recognition?
Which two of the following Frank Gehry
buildings are in Europe and which two are in
the U.S.? Drag and drop the images and the
names of the buildings shown below them
into the correct boxes.

The Pritzker Archit...
GuggenheimMuseum | Dancing House | *** 7.RI.1
Walt Disney Concert... | Experience Music
Pr...

Europe
US
Frank Gehry - During 3
Frank Gehry - During 3

2
3

1
1

FIB
M/C

1
1

Fill in the blank.
innovative
Which phrase tells you that the author thinks whimisical and stan...
Gehry's buildings are fun and different?

Frank Gehry - Post

1

1

M/C

1

Frank Gehry - Post

2

1

G/O

1

Based on how Frank Gehry's buildings are
described in the passage, which of the
following buildings do you think he also
designed?
Authors use a main idea and facts or details to
convey a theme or message. Drag and drop
the main idea and supporting details about
Frank Gehry into the boxes below.

Frank Gehry - Post

3

1

M/C

1

Ray and Maria Stata...

7.RI.6

7.RI.1

Gehry is an innovat... | *** Gehry's unique 7.RI.2
buil... | He won the Pritzker... | He combines
art and... | Gehry's designs bre...

Writers use alliteration, which means closely sculptures made of ...
connected words that start with the same
letter or sound, in a sentence or phrase to add
interest. Can you spot the alliteration in the
first paragraph? Choose the best example
from the list below.

7.RL.4

Frank Gehry - Post

4

1

shorttext 1

Frank Gehry studied urban planning for one planning designing ...
year. If rural planning means planning farms
or land and buildings outside of the city, what
do you think urban planning means?

6.RI.1

Write your answer as a complete sentence in
the space below using standard capitalization
and punctuation.
Frank Gehry - Post

5

1

M/C

1

Frank Gehry - Post

6

1

longtext

4

Why do you think the author chose the details
he used about Frank Gehry's
accomplishments?
The author's point of view is that Frank
Gehry's designs are innovative. Do you agree?
Why or why not?

to prove that Gehry...

7.RI.5

In their answers, students can refer to the
7.RI.6
fact that his designs were considered groundbreaking.

Write at least two sentences in the space
below and use information from the text to
support your answer.
Name
Iguazu Falls - Vocab

Question Part Type
1
1
M/C

Score
1

Question
boundary

Answer
The boundary betwee...

Tags
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

border | edge | barrier | *** opening |
inside | center

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Boundary means a dividing line
that marks the end of something; a line on a
map dividing two areas, countries, cities,
regions, etc. For example: The Niagara River
forms part of the boundary between the
United States and Canada. A mountain range
can be a natural boundary between countries.
Which sentence uses boundary best?
Iguazu Falls - Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

boundary

Iguazu Falls - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

plunge

The friends decided...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Defninition: Plunge means to fall or dive
quickly or descend suddenly. For example: He
decided to plunge into the pool to avoid
thinking about the frigid temperature. The
movie script called for the car to swerve off
the bridge and plunge into the lake.
Which sentence uses plunge best?
Iguazu Falls - Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

plunge

drop | fall | dive | *** ascend | climb | rise 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Iguazu Falls - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

gorge

They built a bridg...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

canyon | ravine | valley | *** hill | peak |
mountain
We heard the lion r...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

thundering | booming | crashing | ***
gentle | quiet | soft

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: A gorge is a small canyon or a
deep, narrow valley with steep sides, often
with a stream running through it. For
example: The scenery was beautiful but the
narrowness of the gorge frightened my sister.
The stream ran right through the gorge.
Which sentence uses gorge best?
Iguazu Falls - Vocab

3

2

G/O

2

gorge

Iguazu Falls - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

roaring

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Roaring means to make or cause a
very loud noise. For example: The roaring
thunder scared my puppy. If you hold a
seashell up to your ear you can hear the
roaring waves in the distance.
Which sentence uses roaring best?
Iguazu Falls - Vocab

4

2

G/O

2

roaring

Iguazu Falls - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

panoramic

The book showed a p...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

broad | vista | scenic | *** thin |
incomplete | narrow
He used the platfor...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

podium | stage | deck | *** valley |
depression | gorge
The Guarani languag...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Panoramic means a wide and
unbroken view of a large area in all directions.
For example: The photographer was able to
capture the entire length of the river in a
panoramic photograph. The panoramic view
of the ocean we had from our balcony was
incredible.
Which sentence uses panoramic best?
Iguazu Falls - Vocab

5

2

G/O

2

panoramic

Iguazu Falls - Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

platform

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: A platform is a level surface or
structure usually raised above the area
around it. For example: The platform is where
the rock band performed. You need to walk
along the platform before you get to the cliff.
Which sentence uses platform best?
Iguazu Falls - Vocab

6

2

G/O

2

platform

Iguazu Falls - Vocab

7

1

M/C

1

Guarani

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Guarani is a language spoken by
the Guarani Indians and is the chief language
of Paraguay. For example: Many of their
customs were like those of the Guarani
Indians. The Guarani dialect is very complex.
Which sentence uses Guarani best?
Iguazu Falls - Vocab

7

2

G/O

2

Guarani

Iguazu Falls - Vocab

8

1

FIB

7

Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop your
selections using the best word to complete
each sentence.

dialect | language | tribe *** building |
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
house | object
panoramic | boundary | Guarani | plunges | 7.L.4.a | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
gorge | roaring | platforms

Iguazu Falls - Vocab

9

1

shorttext 1

Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
sentences using the words shown below.
Make sure to follow standard sentence
structure, using capitals, punctuation and
correct spelling.

panoramic | boundary | Guarani | plunges | 7.L.1 | 7.L.2 | 7.L.3
gorge | roaring | platforms

Iguazu Falls - During 1

1

1

FIB

1

Select the correct response from the drop
down menu to complete the sentence.

Brazil | Argentina

7.RI.1

Iguazu Falls - During 1

2

1

M/C

1

It becomes faster a...

7.RI.1

Iguazu Falls - During 1

3

1

FIB

4

Iguazu Falls - During 1

4

1

M/C

1

What happens to the Iguazu River as it travels
westward across southern Brazil?
Match the phrase on the left with the correct
description. Drag and drop the answers that
provide the best match.
What does the Guarani word Iguazu mean?

great water

7.RI.1

Iguazu Falls - During 2

1

1

M/C

1

Images 1 and 2 - wild orchids and toucans.

7.RI.1

Iguazu Falls - During 2
Iguazu Falls - During 2
Iguazu Falls - During 3

2
3
1

1
1
1

M/C
M/C
M/C

1
1
1

Select all of the photos below that are
mentioned in the passage and can be found at
Iguazu Falls. (Hint: There is more than one
correct answer!):
Which place is home to Iguazu Falls?
What is a mammal?
Look at the picture below. Based on how
close the photographer is to the Iguazu Falls,
where do you think he is standing?

Iguazu National Par...
animal that breathe...
Argentina

7.RI.1
7.RI.4
7.RI.1

Iguazu Falls - During 3

2

1

shorttext 1

The author uses paired adjectives to describe magnificent panoram...
the view of Iguazu Falls. What are the two
adjectives he uses? In the space below, write
only the two words in the order that they
appear in the passage.

Iguazu Falls - During 3

3

1

M/C

1

Iguazu Falls - Post

1

1

longtext

1

What is true about November to March at
Iguazu Falls?
Which of these three images is Iguazu Falls?
Write your answer in the box below using
information from the passage to support your
selection. Provide reasons explaining why the
other two images do not depict Iguazu Falls.

a short distance be... | two and a half mile... 7.RI.4
| 300 feet | a tremendous amount

7.RI.4

It's the rainy seas...
Image #2 - the text describes a series of
7.RI.4
waterfalls, which are only depicted in image
2.

Iguazu Falls - Post

2

1

G/O

1

The passage describes many geological
cliff | gorge | natural boundary
features, which are physical parts of the
Earth's surface - such as valleys and canyons usually caused by erosion and silt deposits.
Drag and drop these natural formations
related to Iguazu Falls into the box below.
(Hint: some of the options are not geological
features of the Falls.)

7.RI.1

Iguazu Falls - Post

3

1

G/O

1

Look at the map of a portion of South
America below. See if you can label the
location of Iguazu Falls, based on the
description from the passage. (Hint: Two of
the boxes show locations that are not where
Iguazu Falls is located.)

7.RI.4

Iguazu Falls - Post

4

1

longtext

1

Why do you think the falls were named Iguazu Answers should include the fact that Iguazu
Falls? Use information from the text to
is the Guaraní word meaning “great water”
support your answer.

Iguazu Falls - Post

5

1

G/O

1

Iguazu Falls - Post

6

1

FIB

5

Write at least two sentences and use standard
punctuation and capitalization.
Below is a brief description of Niagara Falls.
Using this information and details from the
text, drag and drop the correct facts into the
boxes. Place facts that only apply to Niagara
Falls into the box on the left, facts common to
both Falls in the middle, and facts about
Iguazu Falls on the right.

Iguazu Falls

borders U.S.and Can... | visit from Juneto A... 7.RI.1
| divided intothree s... | *** borders
Braziland A... | visit from November... |
home to 100s of spe... | *** attractsvisitors
| water plungesinto t... | amazingviews

The author takes you on a journey from Brazil travels westward| water plunges 300 f... |
7.RI.1
to Argentina in describing the origin and flow offers panoramic vi... | on the Argentinian ...
of the Falls. Drag and drop the option that
| wild orchids
best matches the detail from the text. (Hint:
not all options fit!)

Name
Question Part Type
Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 1
1
M/C

Score
1

Question
stooping

Answer
Entering the dark c...

Tags
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

drooping | sagging | slouching | ***
straightening | rising | erect
Steven was caught p...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Stooping means to bend one's
head or body forward and downward. For
example: The man was stooping to reach his
wallet that had fallen in between the seats at
the movies. Ms. Harrison was regularly in a
stooping position after her latest back injury.
Which sentence uses 'stooping' best?
Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 1

2

G/O

2

stooping

Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 2

1

M/C

1

plundering

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Plundering means to steal valuable
things from a place and take by force what is
desired. For example: Plundering expeditions
were common among pirates. The robbers
were plundering from the defenseless
shopkeepers.
Which sentence uses 'plundering' best?
Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 2

2

G/O

2

plundering

Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 3

1

M/C

1

coveted

robbing | ransacking | looting | *** helping 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
| receiving | protecting
The Super Bowl trop...
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Coveted refers to wanting
something that you do not have. For example:
All his life he has coveted success. Gigi was
beyond excited when her husband surprised
her with the most coveted designer purse of
the year.

Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 3

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'coveted' best?
coveted

craved | wanted | desired | *** hated |
ignored | disliked

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 4

1

M/C

1

appalling

We drove by an appa...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Appalling means very bad in a way
that causes fear, shock, or disgust. For
example: The homeless man was living under
appalling conditions. Sean's violent behavior
could only be described as appalling.

Which sentence uses 'appalling' best?
Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 4

2

G/O

2

appalling

Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 5

1

M/C

1

rowdy

horrible | terrible | offensive | *** pleasant 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
| appealing | delightful
The rowdy group of ...
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Rowdy means noisy and disorderly
behavior. For example: It was a rowdy but
good-natured crowd at the One Direction
concert. Ms. Cardoso's class was quite rowdy
the day before the summer holidays.
Which sentence uses 'rowdy' best?
Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 5

2

G/O

2

rowdy

Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 6

1

M/C

1

disgrace

boisterous | wild | rough | *** calm | quiet 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
| solemn
The young soldier l...
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Disgrace means a loss of
reputation or respect, especially as the result
of a dishonorable action. For example. It was
a disgrace to the Freeman family when
Barbara was arrested. It was a disgrace when
the fans got violent after our team lost the
World Series.
Which sentence uses 'disgrace' best?
Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 6

2

G/O

2

disgrace

shame | humiliation | disrespect | ***
respect | honor | admiration

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 7

1

M/C

1

piracy

In recent years th...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Piracy means the practice of
attacking and robbing ships at sea. For
example: After the people on the large boat
committed piracy, they quickly hid all the
valuables in a metal box. Dante loved to read
novels about piracy and sailing adventures.

Which sentence uses 'piracy' best?
Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 7

2

G/O

2

piracy

hijacking | stealing | pillaging | *** donating 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
| buying | giving
rowdy | plundering | piracy | coveted |
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
disgrace | appalling | stooping

Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 8

1

FIB

7

Pirate Calls it Quits - Vocabulary 9

1

shorttext 1

Fill in the blanks using the best word. Drag
and drop your selection into the boxes to
complete the sentences.
Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
sentences using the words shown below.
Make sure to follow standard sentence
structure, using capitals, punctuation and
correct spelling.

Pirate Calls it Quits - During 1

1

1

FIB

1

Fill in the blanks.

Pirate Calls it Quits - During 1

2

1

M/C

1

Pirate Calls it Quits - During 1

3

1

M/C

1

Pirate Calls it Quits - During 1

4

1

shorttext 1

How long had the pirate been living his
two decades
lifestyle?
Where had Captain Misson been spending
[Image 1]: India
most of his time plundering? Select the
correct flag for the country from the choices
below.
What does it mean to have a guilty
To feel guilty or b...
conscience? Write your answer as a complete
sentence in the space below, using capitals
and punctuation.

rowdy | plundering | piracy | coveted |
disgrace | appalling | stooping

7.L.1 | 7.L.2 | 7.L.3

pirate | fake eye

7.RL.1
7.RL.1
7.RL.1

7.RL.4

Pirate Calls it Quits - During 1

5

1

FIB

3

Can you identify the adjectives from the
disgusting | appalling | rowdy
sentence below? Drag and drop the adjectives
into the boxes below, in the order in which
they appear in the sentence.

7.RL.4

His body could not keep up with the pace of
the business, the disgusting food, the
appalling conditions or even the rowdy
pirates in his crew.
Pirate Calls it Quits - During 1

6

1

M/C

1

What does the author mean by the phrase for He had attacked and...
obvious reasons in the following sentence?
He needed medicine, but could not stop at
the next port to get some &mdash; for
obvious reasons.

Pirate Calls it Quits - During 2

1

1

FIB

7

Fill in the blanks to complete the sentences.

Pirate Calls it Quits - During 2

2

1

M/C

1

Pirate Calls it Quits - During 2

3

1

M/C

1

Pirate Calls it Quits - During 2

4

1

M/C

1

Why was Libertatia important to Captain
Misson?
Northern Madagascar is mentioned in this
Africa
passage. What continent is Madagascar part
of?
Why would seasickness be a pirate's disgrace? Pirates spend their...

Pirate Calls it Quits - During 2

5

1

shorttext 1

An idiom is a phrase that has its own unique
meaning, separate from the words in it. Can
you find the idiom in this paragraph? Write
just the phrase in the space below. (Hint: it
has three words.)

the last straw

7.RL.4

Pirate Calls it Quits - Post

1

1

M/C

Captain Misson is ready to quit being a pirate. perseverance
There are many times in our lives that we
want to give up and quit because things
become too difficult. What word is used to
describe the act of continuing to try your best
even when things become difficult?

7.RL.4

1

7.RL.4

To top it off all t... | a pirate's disgrace... |
7.RL.1
One more act of pir... | and he would call i...
| After that he would... | he had founded in
n... | That's anybody's gu...
It was a free colony...
7.RL.2
7.RL.3

7.RL.3

Pirate Calls it Quits - Post

2

1

M/C

1

By telling the story from Captain Misson's
point of view, how does that influence how
the reader feels about the pirate's situation?

Understanding the p...

Pirate Calls it Quits - Post

3

1

G/O

3

Based on your own knowledge and evidence
from the text, compare the similarities and
differences between pirates and bank robbers
by completing the Venn diagram provided.
Drag and drop the correct responses into the
boxes below.

Spend most of their... | Usually target coas... 7.RL.1
| Threat of scurvy | *** Commit crimeson
lan... | Usually target larg... | Use
getawaydrivers | *** Illegal | In
books/movies

Pirate Calls it Quits - Post

4

1

G/O

1

Using the map below, choose three areas that Coast of Nigeria | *** Indian Ocean | ***
you believe would be of interest to modern- South China Sea
day pirates. Rely on information from the text
and your own knowledge about geography to
make your choices.

7.RL.4

Pirate Calls it Quits - Post

5

1

G/O

2

Captain Misson want... | *** His posture
was sto... | He couldn't bear th... | He was
suffering fr... | He was getting naus...

7.RL.4

Pirate Calls it Quits - Post

6

1

longtext

4

The major theme of the story is that Captain
Misson is ready to call it quits. Drag and drop
evidence from the story to support the
conclusion that Captain Misson should leave
his life of piracy.
Based on what you know about the pirate
from the passage, write a short story about
Captain Misson's last act of piracy before he
quits.

Name
Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

Question Part Type
1
1
M/C

Question
prey

Answer
The lion stalked it...

Score
1

This is a creative writing question. Students 7.RL.1
should show continuity in the character and
plot.

Definition: Prey is an animal that is hunted
and killed by another for food. For example:
Small fish are the prey of sharks. The eagle
circled above the ground looking for prey.
Which sentence uses 'prey' best?
Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

prey

7.RL.6

victim | target | game | *** predator |
hunter | attacker

Tags
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

poisonous

Veronika's mother w...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

toxic | deadly | harmful | *** healthy |
beneficial | good
Gorillas are very p...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

strong | dominant | forceful | *** frail |
weak | lethargic
We learned about di...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Poisonous is a something that
causes or is capable of causing death or illness
if taken in by the body. For example: The
witch mixed a poisonous potion in her
caldron. We learned how to recognize
poisonous plants at camp.
Which sentence uses 'poisonous' best?
Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

poisonous

Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

powerful
Definition: Powerful is having great power or
strength. For example: Julian has a very
powerful serve in volleyball. We bought a
powerful boat that could pull jet skiers with
ease.

Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

3

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'powerful' best?
powerful

Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

venom
Definition: Venom is a poisonous substance
released by animals such as snakes, spiders
and scorpions. It is typically injected into prey
or aggressors by biting or stinging. For
example: Mikan had nightmares about being
infected with deadly venom from a scorpion.
Most spiders are harmless, but some have
poisonous venom.
Which sentence uses 'venom' best?

Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

4

2

G/O

2

venom

poison | infection | toxin | *** cure |
antidote | medicine

Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

rotate

In class we learned...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Rotate is to move or cause to
move in a circle, often around a center or axis.
For example: The earth rotates around the
sun. Wheels on a car only rotate when the car
is moving.

Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

5

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'rotate' best?
rotate

Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

hollow

spin | revolve | turn | *** straighten | stay |
stop
We were able to cra...
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Hollow is to have a hole or an
empty space inside. For example: At Easter,
Anna got an assortment of hollow chocolate
eggs. The bird made a nest in the hollow part
of the tree.

Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

6

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'hollow' best?
hollow

Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

7

1

M/C

1

predators

empty | unfilled | sunken | *** solid |
closed | full
During our science ...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Predators are animals that
naturally prey on others. For example: Wolves
are natural predators. It is smart for plant
eaters to avoid the meat-eating predators as
best they can.

Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

7

2

G/O

2

Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

8

1

FIB

7

Terrifying Teeth - Vocab

9

1

shorttext 1

Which sentence uses 'predators' best?
predators
Fill in the blanks to complete the sentences
below. Drag and drop your answers into the
boxes.
Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
sentences using the words shown below.
Make sure to follow standard sentence
structure, using capitals, punctuation and
correct spelling.

carnivores | meat-eaters | hunters | ***
victims | herbivores | prey
prey | predators | poisonous | hollow |
venom | rotate | powerful
prey | predators | poisonous | hollow |
venom | rotate | powerful

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

7.L.1 | 7.L.2 | 7.L.3

Terrifying Teeth - During 1

1

1

M/C

1

Terrifying Teeth - During 1

2

1

M/C

1

Terrifying Teeth - During 1

3

1

M/C

1

The passage gives reasons for why animals
have teeth. Select all of the answers that
apply. (Hint: there is more than one correct
answer!)
True or False:
Only poisonous snakes have teeth.
Choose the best answer to complete this
sentence:

Terrifying Teeth - During 1
Terrifying Teeth - During 1

4
5

1
1

M/C
1
shorttext 1

Terrifying Teeth - During 2

1

1

FIB

3

Venom is released through a poisonous
snake's
.
How does a boa constrictor kill its prey?
What adjective is used to describe a
venomous snake's teeth? Write the word in
the space below.
Select the correct words to fill in the blanks.

Terrifying Teeth - During 2

2

1

M/C

1

Take a look at the following picture.

to help them chew | to catch prey | to
defend themselve...

7.RI.1

FALSE

7.RI.1

fangs

7.RI.1

by squeezing it to ...
hollow

7.RI.1
7.RI.4

a lot alike | teeth | hidden | hanging out

7.RI.1

crocodile

7.RI.4

Based on the information from this
paragraph, is it an alligator or a crocodile?
Terrifying Teeth - During 2

3

1

shorttext 1

Why did you select crocodile as the answer to Its teeth were show...
the previous question? Write your answer as
a complete sentence in the space below,
using capitals and punctuation.

7.RI.4

Terrifying Teeth - During 2

4

1

M/C

True or false:

7.RI.4

1

Terrifying Teeth - During 3

1

1

M/C

1

Terrifying Teeth - During 3

2

1

M/C

1

Terrifying Teeth - During 3

3

1

FIB

1

FALSE

Alligators and crocodiles are the same animal,
but they have different names depending on
where they live.
Based on the information given in the
The passage does no...
passage, a great white shark weighs:
The great white shark has teeth that rotate. so they can replace...
This is:
Place the adjectives from the following
powerful
statement in the box:

7.RI.1
7.RI.1
7.RI.4

Terrifying Teeth - During 3

4

1

shorttext 1

How do you know that these teeth came from multiple rows of te...
a shark?

7.RL.1

Write your answer as a complete sentence in
the space below, using capitals and
punctuation.
Terrifying Teeth - Post

1

1

FIB

4

Match the number with the fact from the text. 1 | 3000 | 2 | 200

7.RI.1

Terrifying Teeth - Post

2

1

G/O

3

Using the Venn Diagram below, drag and drop
the facts for the great white shark and the
boa constrictor into the correct boxes. Place
facts that are common to sharks and boa
constrictors into the middle circle, labeled
Both.

can kill withonly i... | lives in water | 3000
7.RI.1
teeth | teeth rotate | *** lives on land | 200
teeth | poisonous venom | can squeezeprey
to ... | *** uses teeth tocatch ... | animal

Terrifying Teeth - Post

3

1

longtext

1

Of the animals mentioned in this passage,
which one would you be most afraid to face
and which one would make you least afraid?
Explain your answer using information from
the passage.

In their answers, students should include
7.RI.1
details about their seelcted animal as to why
they would be afraid of it.

Write at least two sentences and use standard
capitalization and punctuation.
Terrifying Teeth - Post

4

1

M/C

1

This passage is called Terrifying Teeth. Select
all of the words that mean the same as
terrifying. (Hint: There is more than one
correct answer!)

scary | horrifying | frightening

7.RI.4

Terrifying Teeth - Post

5

1

M/C

1

Why do you think the predators described in their teeth have ad...
this passage use their teeth in different ways?

Terrifying Teeth - Post

6

1

G/O

1

Video question: The video describes the way Shark teeth have ev... | *** Bottom-feeding 7.RI.2 | 7.RI.7
shark teeth have evolved based on what they shar... | Fish-eating sharks ... | Bull sharks
eat. Watch the video and sort the main idea and whi... | Some sharks go thro...
and supporting facts into the boxes below.

7.RI.2

Name
The Great Space Race - Vocab

Question Part Type
1
1
M/C

Score
1

Question
former

Answer
The former name of ...

Tags
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

previous | past | earlier | *** future |
subsequent | presently
He was running agai...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Former means having once or
previously been. For example: The former
mayor of the city now works as a lawyer. The
former celebrity now lives a quiet life in the
country.

The Great Space Race - Vocab

1

2

G/O

1

Which sentence uses ' former' best?
former

The Great Space Race - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

against
Definition: Against means in opposition to,
adverse or hostile. For example: Sarah's friend
ran against her in the election. The team won
the game against their rivals from the other
school.
Which sentence uses 'against' best?

The Great Space Race - Vocab

2

2

G/O

1

against

The Great Space Race - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

known

versus | across | opposing | *** supporting
| for | favoring
The Cookie Monster ...
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Known means to be recognized or
acquainted with a thing, place, person, etc.
For example: The suspect was known to
police, so they were able to arrest her quickly.
I have known my best friend for many years.
Which sentence uses 'known' best?
The Great Space Race - Vocab

3

2

G/O

1

known

celebrated | notorious | famous | ***
mysterious | anonymous | unfamiliar

The Great Space Race - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

powerful

The powerful storm ...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

commanding | dominant | strong | ***
weak | insignificant | feeble
Julie never let her...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Powerful means, having great
power, authority, or influence. For example:
His powerful strength allowed him to lift the
car off of the road. The smell from the skunk
was very powerful.

The Great Space Race - Vocab

4

2

G/O

1

Which sentence uses ' powerful' best?
powerful

The Great Space Race - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

pride
Definition: Pride means the state or feeling of
being proud or having satisfaction with one's
actions. For example: He felt a sense of pride
when he finished the race. My pride was hurt
when I lost the race.
Which sentence uses 'pride' best?

The Great Space Race - Vocab

5

2

G/O

1

pride

The Great Space Race - Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

inspiration

egotism | honor | conceit | *** disgrace |
humility | modesty
My sister was the i...

Definition: Inspiration means a thing or
person that inspires or influences. For
example: The Marathon of Hope was an
inspiration to all. Her paintings take their
inspiration from nature.

The Great Space Race - Vocab

6

2

G/O

1

Which sentence uses ' inspiration' best?
inspiration

encouragement | motivation | influence |
*** restraint | hindrance | depression

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

The Great Space Race - Vocab

7

1

M/C

1

descended

She descended the l...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Descended means to go down or
move to a lower level from a higher place. For
example: The mountain climbers descended
Mount Everest after reaching the top. The
workers descended into the hole.
Which sentence uses 'descended' best?
The Great Space Race - Vocab

7

2

G/O

1

descended

The Great Space Race - Vocab

8

1

FIB

7

Fill in the blanks.

The Great Space Race - Vocab

9

1

shorttext 1

Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
sentences using the words shown below.
Make sure to follow standard sentence
structure, using capitals, punctuation and
correct spelling.

The Great Space Race - During 1 1

1

shorttext 1

7.RI.1

The Great Space Race - During 1 2

1

FIB

1

In what decade did the space race occur?
In the 1960s or the...
Write your answer as a complete sentence in
the space below, using capitals and
punctuation.
Fill in the blanks.
1960s | powerful | the United States a...

The Great Space Race - During 1 3

1

M/C

1

They are the most p...

7.RI.1 | 7.RI.4

The Great Space Race - During 2 1

1

FIB

1

The phrase 'that it alone' means that
something is being done without the help of
anyone or anything else. What is it that each
country wanted to prove?
Below are a series of cause and effect
statements that highlight the fierce
competition between the United States and
Russia. Match the cause to the effect.

The U.S. and Russia... | The Russians
seemed... | In 1961 President ...

7.RI.1 | 7.RI.3

The Great Space Race - During 2 2

1

shorttext 1

complete successful...

7.RI.1

The Great Space Race - During 2 3

1

FIB

4

What did President John F. Kennedy say
Americans would do before the end of the
decade? Write your answer as a complete
sentence in the space below, using capitals
and punctuation.
Fill in the blanks.

7.RI.1 | 7.RI.4

The Great Space Race - During 3 1

1

M/C

1

complete a successf... | 1970 | landing a
man on th... | returning him safel...
Apollo 11 blasting ...

Hundreds of millions of Americans watched
what?

dropped | plummeted | fell | *** climbed | 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
rose | ascended
former | descended | pride | known |
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
powerful | against | inspiration
former | descended | pride | known |
7.L.2 | 7.L.3 | 7.L.1
powerful | against | inspiration

7.RI.4

7.RI.1

The Great Space Race - During 3 2

1

FIB

1

Fill in the blank.

stepped onto the mo...

7.RI.1

The Great Space Race - During 3 3

1

M/C

1

7.RI.1

The Great Space Race - During 3 4

1

shorttext 1

Witnessing the journey into space captured
They watched it on ...
the hearts of Americans. How were they able
to follow it?
How does the author confirm that Neil
journey to the moon...
Armstrong returned to Earth? Write your
answer as a complete sentence in the space
below, using capitals and punctuation.

The Great Space Race - Intro

1

1

M/C

1

The Great Space Race - Intro

2

1

M/C

1

The Great Space Race - Post

1

1

M/C

1

The Great Space Race - Post
The Great Space Race - Post

2
3

1
1

M/C
G/O

1
1

The Great Space Race - Post

4

1

M/C

1

The Great Space Race - Post

5

1

M/C

1

7.RI.4

'That's one small step for (a) man, one giant the Moon
leap for mankind.' This famous statement was
made by astronaut Neil Armstrong after
landing on _______
The title of the passage is The Great Space
They wanted to prov...
Race. In the 1960s, why do you think nations
were participating in the space race?
Why was the competition between the United
States and Russia (formerly the Soviet Union)
called the 'great space race'? Choose all that
apply.
What is the main idea in this passage?
Drag and drop the topic, main idea and three
supporting details into the correct boxes
below. (Hint: One option doesn't fit into any
of the categories.)
Foreshadowing is a literary device that
provides an early hint of what is to come later
on. What sentence in the second paragraph is
an example of foreshadowing?

They were racing to... | They were racing
to...

7.RI.1 | 7.RI.4

The moon landing wa...
7.RI.2
Space exploration | *** America won the
7.RI.2
gre... | *** The U.S. competed w... |
President Kennedy c... | The succesful moon
...
At first the Russia...
7.RI.4

An idiom is an expression, phrase, or saying great source of pri...
that may not need to be taken literally. Read
the phrases below, and select one that is not
an idiom.

7.RI.4

The Great Space Race - Post

6

1

longtext

4

The journey to the moon and back captured
the hearts of Americans. It continues to be a
great source of pride and inspiration today.

This is an opinion question. To support their 7.RI.6
answers, students can include details from
the text about the fact that Neil Armstrong
was the first person to step on the moon and
Do you agree with this conclusion? Use
that the US accomplished something no
evidence from the text and your own opinions other nation had done.
to support your answer. Write at least two
sentences and use standard capitalization and
punctuation.

The Great Space Race - Post

7

1

longtext

4

Video question: Watch the video and then
answer the question in the space below:
Based on what you saw in the NASA video
tribute to Neil Armstrong, why do you think
the 1969 moon landing is still so important
today? In your answer, discuss how the video
is more or less effective than the text in
conveying the message.

In their answers, students should compare
the video with the text and describe why
they find one media more persuasive than
the other.

7.RI.7

Answer
For the Halloween p...

Tags
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Write at least two sentences and use standard
capitalization and punctuation.

Name
The King - Vocab

Question Part Type
1
1
M/C

Score
1

Question
impersonated
Definition: Impersonated means to copy the
appearance and actions of someone or
something or pretend to be someone or
something you are not. For example: The
performer impersonated many famous
singers during her act. The man was arrested
because he impersonated a police officer.
Which sentence uses 'impersonated' best?

The King - Vocab

1

2

G/O

1

impersonated

mimicked| acted | imitated | *** differed | 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
unlike | contrasted

The King - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

celebrities

Hollywood is full o...

Definition: Celebrities are people who are
famous. For example: Some actors are
celebrities. Celebrities are often followed
around by groups of photographers.
Which sentence uses 'celebrities' best?
The King - Vocab

2

2

G/O

1

celebrities

The King - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

legend

stars | hotshots | famous | *** ordinary
people | unrecognized | unknowns
Babe Ruth was a bas...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

great | champion | hero | *** average |
ordinary | unimportant
My grandfather was ...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

powerful | important | effective | ***
unknown | unimportant | ineffective

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: A legend is a famous or important
person who is known for doing something
extremely well. For example: Muhammad Ali
is a heavyweight legend in the sport of
boxing. Pop singer Michael Jackson was a
musical legend.
Which sentence uses 'legend' best?
The King - Vocab

3

2

G/O

1

legend

The King - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

influential

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Influential means having power or
influence. For example: The mayor is very
influential in this town. He was one of the
most influential leaders in the party's history.
Which sentence uses 'influential' best?
The King - Vocab

4

2

G/O

1

influential

The King - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

redefine

Learning to cook he...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: : Redefine means to completely
change. For example: When she found out
she was adopted, she had to redefine her
identity. Social media will continue to
redefine the way we communicate.
Which sentence uses 'redefine' best?
The King - Vocab

5

2

G/O

1

redefine

The King - Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

stage presence

change | reconsider | reinvent | *** similar 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
| unchanging | copy
He had good stage p...
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Stage presence is the ability to
project a sense of ease or self-assurance in
front of an audience. For example: The
professional speaker had a great deal of stage
presence. Many Broadway actors have good
stage presence.
Which sentence uses 'stage presence' best?

The King - Vocab

6

2

G/O

1

stage presence

The King - Vocab

7

1

M/C

1

thrashing

comfort | ease | self-assurance | ***
shyness | unease | discomfort
The cat's tail bega...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

jerking | shaking | tossing | *** idle |
resting | sedate

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Thrashing means moving around in
a wild, whipping way. For example: The wild
hog continued thrashing around after it was
caught. My little brother was thrashing
around in his sleep last night.
Which sentence uses 'thrashing' best?
The King - Vocab

7

2

G/O

1

thrashing

The King - Vocab

8

1

M/C

1

swiveling

His head began swiv...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

swinging | rotating | twisting | ***
unmoving | still| immobile
The school condemne...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

disapproved | opposed | criticized | ***
praised | approved | allowed
My parents were ups...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Swiveling means turning freely,
rotating, swinging, or moving back and forth.
For example: The weather vane began
swiveling when the direction of the wind
changed. He was swiveling in his chair.
Which sentence uses 'swiveling' best?
The King - Vocab

8

2

G/O

1

swiveling

The King - Vocab

9

1

M/C

1

condemned

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Condemned means called wrong,
evil, or strongly disapproved of by others. For
example: The mayor condemned the violence
that had been happening in the community.
The judge condemned the criminal's actions.
Which sentence uses 'condemned' best?
The King - Vocab

9

2

G/O

1

condemned

The King - Vocab

10

1

M/C

1

rebellion

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Rebellion is the act of disobeying
rules or fighting against authority. For
example: The students showed their rebellion
by refusing to wear the school uniform.
Teenage rebellion happens with some
adolescents because of their need for
independence.
Which sentence uses 'rebellion' the best?
The King - Vocab

10

2

G/O

1

rebellion

disobedience | defiance | misbehavior | *** 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
obedience | harmony | submission

The King - Vocab

11

1

FIB

10

Fill in the blanks.
Use these words: impersonated, celebrities,
legend, influential, redefine, stage presence,
thrashing, swiveling, condemned, rebellion.

condemned | celebrities | redefine |
influential | swiveling | impersonated |
stage presence | legend | thrashing |
rebellion

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

condemned | celebrities | redefine |
influential | swiveling | impersonated |
stage presence | legend | thrashing |
rebellion

7.L.1 | 7.L.3 | 7.L.4

The King - Vocab

12

1

shorttext 1

Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
sentences using the words shown below.
Make sure to follow standard sentence
structure, using capitals, punctuation and
correct spelling.

The King - During 1
The King - During 1

1
2

1
1

FIB
M/C

2
1

The King - During 1

3

1

M/C

1

Fill in the blanks.
impersonated | legend
7.RI.1
What does this paragraph tell us about Elvis He had a hugely inf... | He had a great voic... 7.RI.1
Presley? Select all that apply.
What did Elvis' unusual dancing style involve? thrashing his legs ...
7.RI.1

The King - During 1

4

1

shorttext 1

What did Elvis become in the 1950s? Write
your answer as a complete sentence in the
space below, using capitals and punctuation.

Symbol of rebellion

7.RI.1

Hint: He became this because fans loved his
act, but parents and critics condemned it.

The King - During 1

5

1

G/O

1

The King - During 2

1

1

FIB

4

The King - During 2

2

1

M/C

3

The King - During 2

3

1

M/C

1

The King - During 2

4

1

FIB

4

Drag and drop the adjectives in the following great | strong
sentence into the box:
He had a great voice and strong stage
presence.
Arrange the parts to make complete
sentences that make sense.
Young Elvis was influenced by many musical
styles. Select all that were mentioned in this
paragraph.
Who was Elvis trying to impress when he
recorded a few songs at a local studio?
Fill in the blanks.

7.RI.4

he drove a truck fo... | a local radio stati... | 7.RI.1 | 7.RI.5
Elvis worked part-t... | his version of a co...
gospel | country | rhythm and blues

7.RI.1

Sam Phillips the ow...

7.RI.1

country | talent | popular| a dozen

7.RI.1

The King - During 2

5

1

shorttext 1

In this paragraph, the author uses a literary
device called an idiom. Idioms are word
combinations that have a different meaning
than the literal meaning of each word. (e.g.
raining cats and dogs means that it is raining
really hard.)

The rest as they sa...

7.RI.4

In the space below, write the the idiom that
the author uses in this paragraph. Write a
complete sentence, using capitals and
punctuation.
The King - Post

1

1

M/C

1

Why do you think the author starts the
passage with the statement that Elvis is one
of the most impersonated celebrities?

The statement sets ...

7.RI.5

The King - Post

2

1

G/O

2

The author of The King has a strong opinion
about the legacy and influence of Elvis
Presley. Drag the main idea and supporting
details to the correct boxes below.

Elvis was a legend ... | *** He was the
ultimate... | His act was loved b... | He
combined country... | Elvis was the first...

7.RI.1 | 7.RI.2

The King - Post

3

1

G/O

1

The King - Post

3

2

longtext

4

Drag the organizational pattern that fits with Cause and Effect:Th...
this passage into the box below. Then, in Part
2, write two examples from the passage that
support your choice.
Provide two examples from the passage that Cause and Effect: Fans loved his dancing
support this type of organizational pattern:
style but critics and parents condemned it.
Effect: Elvis became the ultimate symbol of
rebellion in the 1950s. Elvis' musical style
was influential - he changed the course of
music.

The King - Post

4

1

G/O

4

7.RI.3 | 7.RI.5

7.RI.5

We learn a lot about Elvis Presley in this story. Influential| Talented | Determined | *** he 7.RI.3
Use information from the text to complete
redefinedpopular... | he was a greatsinge... |
the graphic organizer provided.
he never gave upeve...

The King - Post

5

1

G/O

1

Michael Jackson is another singer that was
extremely well-known and popular. Read the
provided paragraph about Michael Jackson
and compare and contrast him with Elvis.
Michael Jackson was an American singer,
songwriter, record producer, dancer, and
actor. He was known as The King of Pop
because of his contributions to music, dance
and fashion. Although his main genre of music
would be classified as pop, he was influenced
by disco, rock and roll, rhythm and blues, soul
and dance. Michael Jackson had a very unique
style of dress and helped to popularize a type
of dance called the moonwalk.

began careeras an a... | rock and rollmusic | 7.RI.2
*** began careeras a ch... | pop music | ***
considered theKing ... | unique dancestyle |
influenced by manym...

At the age of 4, Michael Jackson and his four
brothers formed a band called the Jackson 5...

The King - Post

6

1

longtext

4

What do you think about Elvis Presley after
reading this passage? Provide three reasons
using evidence from the text to support your
opinion.

[No answer set]

7.RI.1

Answer
The owner installed a security camera
outside the shop.

Tags
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Write at least two sentences using standard
capitalization and punctuation.
Name
The Phone Call - Vocabulary

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

Question Part Type
1
1
M/C

1

2

G/O

Score
1

2

Question
installed

Definition: Set something up so that it can be
used. For example: We installed a new
exhaust fan in our kitchen. New locks were
installed on all of the doors.
Which sentence uses “ installed” best?
installed
inserted | positioned | deployed ***
extracted | disconnected | removed

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

2

1

M/C

1

forlorn

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

2

2

G/O

2

Definition: Lonely and isolated; in poor
condition because of neglect. For example:
The house looked forlorn and empty on the
deserted road. Janie was forlorn after losing
her best friend. Which sentence uses
“forlorn” best?
forlorn

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

3

1

M/C

1

obsolete

He couldn't stop thinking about the forlorn
girl sitting alone at the park

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

neglected | bleak | desolate *** cheerful
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
|bright | clean
Technology will make some jobs obsolete in 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
the future.

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

3

2

G/O

2

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

4

1

M/C

1

Definition: No longer in use or useful. For
example: Many words in the English language
are now obsolete. Streaming has made video
players almost obsolete. Which sentence uses
“obsolete" best?
obsolete
outdated | antiquated | old-fashioned |*** 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
modern | current | useful
relic
The ship was a relic of the Spanish-American 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
War.
Definition: An object surviving from an earlier
time, usually of historical interest. For
example: During the dig, the archaeological
team found a relic from the Stone Age. The
ancient relic has an important religious
meaning. Which sentence uses "relic" best?

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

4

2

G/O

2

relic

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

5

1

M/C

1

dingy

artifact | antique | monument *** garbage | 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
trinket |bauble
We drove past a dingy old car on the side of 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
the road.

Definition: Dirty and worn out, usually from
neglect. For example: Her dress was dingy and
torn. The old, abandoned house was dark and
dingy.

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

5

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses “dingy” best?
dingy

grimy | squalid | shabby *** immaculate |
clean | bright

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

6

1

M/C

1

loitering

Will and Mike can usually be found loitering 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
in the hallway after the bell rings.

Definition: Spending a long time in a public
place for no reason. For example: The kids
spent the afternoon loitering outside the mall.
A sign hung on the fence to warn people
against loitering. Which sentence uses
"loitering" best?
loitering
remaining | dawdling | lingering ***
speeding | rushing | moving
quavered
I could tell Kieran was nervous as he
quavered and stumbled over the words.
Definition: A shaky or unsteady sound when
speaking or singing. For example: The
birdsong quavered in the distance. Her voice
quavered a moment before she regained
control. Which sentence uses "quavered"
best?
quavered
shaken | trembled | quivered *** steady |
shouted | chanted
cubicle
Jenny's cubicle was so small she could hardly
fit her laptop in it.
Definition: A small indoor space partly
enclosed by a partition. For example: Each
cubicle is equipped with a PC and printer.
Judy’s cubicle is in the right corner of the
office. Which sentence uses "cubicle" best?

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

6

2

G/O

2

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

7

1

M/C

1

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

7

2

G/O

2

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

8

1

M/C

1

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

8

2

G/O

2

cubicle

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

9

1

M/C

1

cadence

booth | compartment | desk *** open |
outside | ballroom
Thomas’s voice had taken on a formal
cadence I had not heard before.

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: A unique sound or rhythm of the
voice. For example: The soft cadence of my
mother’s voice put me to sleep. The cadence
of his accent had a very calming effect. Which
sentence uses "cadence" best?
The Phone Call - Vocabulary

9

2

G/O

2

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

10

1

FIB

9

cadence

rhythm | tempo | beat *** silence | static | 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
stillness
Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word obsolete | dingy | cadence | installed | relic 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
to complete each sentence.
| forlorn | cubicle | loitering | quavered

The Phone Call - Vocabulary

The Phone Call - During Reading 1
1
The Phone Call - During Reading 2
1

1

multiresponse
2

1

M/C

1

The Phone Call - During Reading 3
1

1

M/C

1

The Phone Call - During Reading
2
The Phone Call - During Reading
2
The Phone Call - During Reading
2
The Phone Call - During Reading
3
The Phone Call - During Reading
3
The Phone Call - Post Reading

1

1

M/C

1

2

1

M/C

1

3

1

M/C

1

1

1

M/C

1

2

1

FIB

3

1

1

M/C

1

The Phone Call - Post Reading

2

1

M/C

1

The Phone Call - Post Reading

3

1

FIB

5

The Phone Call - Post Reading

4

1

G/O

5

The Phone Call - Post Reading

5

1

M/C

1

Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
sentences using the words shown below.
Make sure to follow standard sentence
structure, using capitals, punctuation and
correct spelling.
Which adjectives are used to describe the
payphone? Select all that apply.
The author states that “the phone booth has
seen better days.” What does that mean?

obsolete | dingy | cadence | installed | relic 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
| forlorn | cubicle | loitering | quavered

dusty | forlorn-looking

7.RL.1 | 7.RL.4

It is in poor condition

7.RL.1 | 7.RL.4

Which literary device is used when human
personification
characteristics are applied to non-human
things?
Tracy most likely felt dread in her stomach
fear
due to what?
What time of day is the setting for the story? early morning

7.RL.1 | 7.RL.4

Who did Tracy imagine the caller to be in
an irate customer
order to calm herself?
What does the statement "Tracy froze"
She stopped moving.
mean?
Fill in the blanks to summarize the paragraph. carefully | rhythm | familiar

7.RL.1

Which word best describes the author’s tone
in The Phone Call?
What is the purpose of describing the phone
booth in such detail?
Are the following statements true or false?
Click on the box beside each statement below
to select the answer.
Create a story map for The Phone Call. Drag
and drop the items below into the correct
boxes.

suspenseful

7.RL.1 | 7.RL.4

to create a feeling of suspense

7.RL.1 | 7.RL.3

false | true | false | true | true

7.RL.1

7.RL.1 | 7.RL.4
7.RL.1

7.RL.1 | 7.RL.4

Title: The Phone Call | Characters: Tracy and 7.RL.2
the caller |Setting: early morning | problem:
the phone rings | action: Tracy answers the
phone | outcome: Tracy recognizes the voice

The story ends with Tracy trying to figure out cliffhanger
the identity of the caller. What is this type of
conclusion called?

7.RL.1 | 7.RL.4

The Phone Call - Post Reading

6

1

longtext

4

longtext

4

Do you think Tracy should have answered the
phone? Write your answer in the space below
using information from the text to support
your position. Remember to use correct
punctuation, capitalization and spelling.

No answer set: Yes answers can include the 7.RL.2 | 7.W.4
fact that Tracy seems to know the caller; No
answers can be supported by the details that
it was early in the morning, the parking lot
was empty and the phone booth looked
dingy.
The story ends with a cliffhanger. What
No answer set: Students should use the
7.RL.2 | 7.W.3
happens next? Write another ending in the
characters of Tracy and the caller in the
space below using the characters of Tracy and conclusion.
the caller. Remember to use correct
punctuation, capitalization and spelling.

The Phone Call - Post Reading

7

Name
Vampire Bats - Vocab

Question Part Type
1
1
M/C

Score
1

Question
Answer
Definition: Unique means being different from The car’s paint job was unique.
everything else. For example: Neil Armstrong
was unique because he was the first man to
walk on the moon. What a strange and unique
way to dance! Which sentence uses "unique"
best?

Tags
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Vampire Bats - Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

unique

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Vampire Bats - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

mammal

different | exclusive | rare | *** usual |
common | ordinary
A reptile is not a ...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: A mammal is a warm-blooded
animal with fur or hair on its skin and a
skeleton inside its body. Mammal mothers
produce milk to feed their babies. Most
mammals have four legs or two arms and two
legs. For example: An elephant is a mammal.
An ayu is a mammal that looks like a seal.
Which sentence uses 'mammal' best?
Vampire Bats - Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

mammal

animal | beast | primate | *** bird | reptile 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
| insect

Vampire Bats - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

distinctive

Acetic acid gives v...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Distinctive means appealing or
interesting because of an unusual quality or
characteristic. For example: The distinctive
aromas of my grandmother's kitchen
reminded me of home. Zebras have distinctive
black and white striped coats.
Which sentence uses 'distinctive' best?
Vampire Bats - Vocab

3

2

G/O

2

distinctive

Vampire Bats - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

sinister

unusual | special | different | *** average | 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
ordinary | normal
The sinister sound ...
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Sinister means threatening or
suggesting evil, injury, or danger. For
example: The convicted criminal had a sinister
look. The haunted house appeared sinister.
Which sentence uses 'sinister best
Vampire Bats - Vocab

4

2

G/O

2

sinister

Vampire Bats - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

wingspans

evil | dangerous | threatening | *** kind |
safe | harmless
The Great White Pel...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Wingspans are the distance
between the tips of pairs of wings when they
are spread out. For example: The wingspans
of ravens are nearly three feet. Do different
wingspans affect the flight of a paper plane?
Which sentence uses 'wingspans' best?
Vampire Bats - Vocab

5

2

G/O

2

wingspans

wing spread | wing distances | wing lengths 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
| *** hand spread | bridge spans | spic and
span

Vampire Bats - Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

colonies

Flamingos live and ...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Colonies are groups of animals of
the same type living closely together. For
example: I built an ant farm so I could study
ant colonies. Penguins form huge colonies
called rookeries.
Which sentence uses 'colonies' best?
Vampire Bats - Vocab

6

2

G/O

2

colonies

Vampire Bats - Vocab

7

1

M/C

1

nocturnal

flocks | communities | groups | *** isolated 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
| hermits | solitary
Leopards are noctur...
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Nocturnal refers to something
happening in the night. Animals that are
active at night are considered nocturnal
animals. For example: Owls are nocturnal
birds that hunt at night. A raccoon made a
nocturnal visit to our garbage can.
Which sentence uses 'nocturnal best?
Vampire Bats - Vocab

7

2

G/O

2

nocturnal

Vampire Bats - Vocab

8

1

M/C

1

rabies

nighttime | evening | late | *** daytime |
early | sunrise
My parents were wor...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Rabies is a disease that is caused
by a virus and can kill people, dogs, and other
mammals. A person can get rabies if
scratched or bitten by an animal that has the
disease. For example: After being bitten by
the dog, the little girl was treated for rabies.
Donovan's dog was foaming at the mouth and
tried to attack me, so I was scared that he
might have rabies.
Which sentence uses 'rabies' best?
Vampire Bats - Vocab

8

2

G/O

2

rabies

Vampire Bats - Vocab

9

1

FIB

8

Fill in the blanks.

virus | infection | disease | *** healthy |
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
safe | well
wingspans | sinister | nocturnal| mammal | 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
unique | colonies | distinctive | rabies

Vampire Bats - Vocab

10

1

shorttext 1

Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
sentences using the words shown below.
Make sure to follow standard sentence
structure, using capitals, punctuation and
correct spelling.

wingspans | sinister | nocturnal| mammal | 7.L.1 | 7.L.2 | 7.L.3
unique | colonies | distinctive | rabies

Vampire Bats - During 1
Vampire Bats - During 1

1
2

1
1

FIB
M/C

3
1

Fill in the blanks.
mammal | sinister | blood
In the sentence that begins, 'Vampire bats are to emphasize the wo...
distinctive for a more sinister reason,' why
has the author italicized the word 'vampire'?

Vampire Bats - During 1

3

1

M/C

1

Vampire Bats - During 1

4

1

G/O

1

What does the second paragraph in this
section tell us about vampire bats? Select all
that apply.
Vampire bats live in Mexico, Central America,
and South America. Drag and drop these
locations on the map provided.

They live in Mexico... | Their average
7.RI.2
weigh... | They can double the... | They have
a wingspa...
South America | *** Central America | *** 7.RI.1
Mexico

Vampire Bats - During 2

1

1

FIB

4

Arrange the parts to make complete
sentences that make sense.

vampire bats don't ... | so sharp that sleep... 7.RI.4
| they usually live i... | a colony of bats ca...

Vampire Bats - During 2

2

1

shorttext 1

Vampire Bats - During 2

2

2

shorttext 1

Vampire Bats - During 2

3

1

M/C

1

Vampire Bats - During 2

4

1

M/C

1

Vampire Bats - During 3
Vampire Bats - During 3
Vampire Bats - During 3

1
2
3

1
1
1

FIB
1
M/C
1
shorttext 1

7.RI.1
7.RI.4

What are the different ways a bat may choose on their own or in ...
to live? Write your answer as a complete
sentence in the space below, using capitals
and punctuation.
There are different ways bats may choose to colony
live, but they usually live in the largest group
setting, called a _____________. Write the
word in the space below.

7.RI.1

A colony of bats can drink the blood of how
many cows in one year?
What does this section tell us about vampire
bat teeth? Select all that apply.
Fill in the blank.
Who are the victims of vampire bats?
Although vampire bats don't drink enough
blood to harm their victims, what can
happen? Write your answer as a complete
sentence in the space below, using capitals
and punctuation.
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7.RI.1

Due to their all-li... | Their teeth are raz... |
Their sharp teeth a...
nocturnal
usually sleeping fa...
rabies infection di...

7.RI.1

Hint: What they carry can cause harm to their
victims.

7.RI.1

7.RL.1
7.RL.1
7.RL.1

Vampire Bats - Post

1

1

M/C

1

In this passage, we learn a lot about vampire
bats. Is it fiction or nonfiction text?

nonfiction

7.RI.4

Vampire Bats - Post

2

1

G/O

3

When reading a nonfiction passage, it's
Vampire bats | *** They feed on blood. |
7.RL.1 | 7.RL.2
important to know the topic, the main idea, *** A colony can drink ... |
and the supporting details. Drag and drop the They carrydiseases. | Vampire bats havera...
options below into the correct boxes.
Topic: what the passage is mostly about
Main idea: the most important information
about the topic
Key details: tell you more about the main idea

Vampire Bats - Post

3

1

G/O

1

Most nonfiction text can be categorized by
the author's approach to the topic. Drag the
organizational pattern that fits with this
passage into the box below.
In the space below, write two examples from
the passage to support your choice of
organizational pattern.

Description or List...

7.RL.3 | 7.RL.5

Vampire Bats - Post

3

2

longtext

1

Bats are unique: they are the only mammal
that can fly; Vampire bats are distinctive:
they feed on blood;

7.RL.5 | 7.RL.3

Vampire Bats - Post

4

1

G/O

1

Drag and drop all of the adjectives from the
passage that are used to describe vampire
bats.

razor sharp | nocturnal | unique | distinctive 7.RI.4

Vampire Bats - Post

5

1

longtext

4

What do you think about vampire bats after
reading this passage? Provide three reasons
(using examples from the text) that support
your opinion.

This is an opinion question - students should 7.RL.8
use information from the text to support
their position.

Write at least two sentences and use standard
capitalization and punctuation.

Vampire Bats - Post

6

1

G/O

Name
Velcro - Vocab

Question Part Type
1
1
M/C

1

Video question: Watch the video and
complete the Venn Diagram. Drag and drop
facts that are presented only in the passage
into the Text box, facts from the video into
the Video box, and shared facts into the Both
box.

lives in MexicoCent... | can double its weig... 7.RI.7
| *** walks on its thumbs | hops like a
rabbit | *** only mammal that ju... | can
carry diseasesl...

Score
1

Question
stubborn

Answer
My hair is stubborn...

Tags
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

determined | inflexible | willful | ***
flexible | reasonable | easy
Scientists use micr...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: When someone is stubborn it
means that they are refusing to change, or do
something they don't want to do. When an
object is stubborn, it means it is difficult to
handle. For example: She's wrong, but she's
too stubborn to admit it. I can't get this
stubborn stain off my shirt!
Which sentence uses 'stubborn' best?
Velcro - Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

stubborn

Velcro - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

examine
Definition: Examine means to look closely and
carefully to learn more about something. For
example: The doctor lifted her leg so that he
could examine her ankle properly. I use a
magnifying glass to examine the scales on my
pet snake.
Which sentence uses 'examine' best?

Velcro - Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

examine

investigate | explore | inspect | ***
overlook | forget | ignore

Velcro - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

manufacturers

Before buying my ta...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Manufacturers are companies that
make products. For example: Auto
manufacturers build cars with many safety
features. You should always follow the
instructions recommended by manufacturers.
Which sentence uses 'manufacturers' best?

Velcro - Vocab

3

2

G/O

2

manufacturers

Velcro - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

struggled

companies | producers | corporations | ***
artists | users | consumers
I struggled in math...
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Struggled means that you tried
very hard to do, achieve, or deal with
something that is difficult. For example: I
struggled to wake up this morning. The fly
struggled to get out of the spider web.
Which sentence uses 'struggled' best?
Velcro - Vocab

4

2

G/O

2

struggled

Velcro - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

clingy

battled | toiled | attempted | *** retreated
| surrendered | effortless
Ever since I got ba...
7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Clingy means to hold or stick on
something or someone very tightly. For
example: Paul's dog is so clingy! It is so humid
that my shirt has become clingy on my skin.
Which sentence uses 'clingy' best?
Velcro - Vocab

5

2

G/O

2

clingy

sticky | attaching | holding | *** separated
| removed | apart

Velcro - Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

inspired

The Lion King music...

7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6

Definition: Inspired means having a positive
influence on the future actions of someone.
For example: I was inspired by my teacher to
keep writing. Leo inspired me to become an
actor.

Velcro - Vocab

6

2

G/O

2

Which sentence uses 'inspired' best?
inspired

Velcro - Vocab

7

1

FIB

-1

Fill in the blanks.

Velcro - Vocab

8

1

shorttext 1
Apply the vocabulary. Write your own
sentences using the words shown below.
Make sure to follow standard sentence
structure, using capitals, punctuation and
correct spelling.

Velcro - During 1
Velcro - During 1

1
2

1
1

FIB
M/C

3
1

Velcro - During 1

3

1

M/C

1

Velcro - During 1

4

1

G/O

1

Velcro - During 2

1

1

M/C

1

Velcro - During 2

2

1

M/C

1

Velcro - During 2

3

1

M/C

1

Velcro - During 3
Velcro - During 3

1
2

1
1

FIB
M/C

2
1

stimulated | influenced | motivated | ***
bored | depressed | discouraged
clingy | stubborn | examine | manufacturers 7.L.4 | 7.L.5 | 7.L.6
| inspired | struggled
clingy | stubborn | examine | manufacturers 7.L.1 | 7.L.2 | 7.L.3
| inspired | struggled

Fill in the blanks.
Lausanne | 1907 | electrical engineer...
What kind of idea did George de Mestral have a million-dollar id...
one day?
How old was George de Mestral when he
23
earned an electrical engineering degree?

7.RI.1
7.RI.1

This paragraph tells us what country George [Image 1]: Switzerland
de Mestral is from. Drag and drop the flag
that represents the country in which George
de Mestral is from.
George de Mestral was the inventor of Velcro. As he struggled to ...
Where did the idea originate from?

7.RI.1

Burrs are covered w...

7.RI.1

What makes burrs clingy?
What word best describes George de Mestral? inquisitive
Fill in the blanks.
What year did George de Mestral found
Velcro Industries?

velcro | 1955
1958

7.RI.1

7.RI.1

7.RI.4
7.RI.1
7.RI.1

Velcro - During 3

3

1

shorttext 1

Velcro has been around for over 60 years.
Based on what you read, do you think that it
is still a useful product today? Write your
answer as a complete sentence in the space
below, using capitals and punctuation.

Velcro - Post

1

1

M/C

1

7.RI.1

Velcro - Post

2

1

FIB

5

After reading this paragraph, what job or title inventor
would you use to describe George de
Mestral?
De Mestral's invention was inspired by nature. Fireflies | Birds | Leaves | Bees |
Match the following inventions that were also Chameleons
based on the natural world.

Velcro - Post
Velcro - Post

3
4

1
1

FIB
G/O

2
4

7.RI.1
7.RI.1

Velcro - Post

5

1

G/O

4

seeds | protect
Drag and drop the items that use Velcro onto [Image] | [Image] | [Image] | [Image]
the Velcro strip.
All inventors go through a similar process
George deMestral fo... | *** He
when inventing a new product. Inventors first examinedthe burr... | *** Through
explore their environment, discover and
trialand er... | *** He foundedVelcroInd...
research a possible idea, develop the product,
then produce it for others. Drag and drop
George de Mestral's steps to inventing the
Velcro brand under the correct category.

Velcro - Post

6

1

G/O

1

Put the events of George De Mestral's life and
the invention of Velcro into the correct order
in which they occurred. Drag and drop the
events in sequence into the boxes below.

George earned a deg... | *** George's dog
7.RI.2
wascov... | *** George examined bur... | ***
George invented Vel... | *** Today Velcro is
use...

Velcro - Post

7

1

longtext

4

George de Mestral had a million-dollar idea
when he created Velcro. Use what you read in
this text, as well as your own ideas and
experiences, to explain what you think it takes
to invent a successful product.

Students can draw from their prior
7.RI.8
knowledge as well as details in the text
about how de Mestral was successful: found
a problem, observed how it worked in
nature; translated that into a product and
marketed his idea.

Write at least two sentences and use standard
capitalization and punctuation.

Yes. Velcro is used... | Yes Velcro is used ... | 7.RI.1
Yes Velcro is used ... | Yes Velcro is used ... |
Yes Velcro is used ... | Yes Velcro is used ...

7.RI.1

7.RI.4

Velcro - Post

8

1

G/O

1

Video question: Watch the video below and
then answer the question.
As discussed in the video, the word Velcro is
actually a brand name used to market and sell
a type of hook and loop fastener. Drag and
drop all of the other popular products that are
more commonly recognized by a brand name.

Kleenex | Popsicle | Q-Tips | BAND-AID |
ChapStick | Frisbee

7.RI.7

